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Details of Visit:

Author: Robert44
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 29 Jan 2017 19:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 55
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: GFE Massage Manchester
Website: http://www.gfemassagemanchester.co.uk
Phone: 01617640218

The Premises:

GFE Bury, is a great venue with modern decor, very clean and comfortable, pleasant rooms.
Parking can be a little tricky, but lots of side streets. Leave enough time if you are driving.
Clean well maintained showers.

The Lady:

Sienna looked slightly dishevelled at the end of a probable busy day. Skimpy parlour one piece. I
probably wouldn't have chosen her in a line up, but a mate had recommended her. An Eastern
European Lady, who is fairly quiet and reserved. Nice rear view.

The Story:

Sienna has a slight look of the girl next door and seems rather reserved, but trust me don't let that
put you off, she is a little ferrari under the bonnet with a beautiful rear view. Nice tongue and nipple
piercing, but that's all and some tats on one arm.

Soon as I was in the room she checked out what I wanted and unusually I asked for DFK and
cuddling to start. Wow, what a start to the punt, she certainly is one very sexy lady. Cuddling and
being snogged as though she really meant it was an absolute treat. Instantly, this had a reaction on
my little fella who was already straining at the leash.

Owo was very slow and extremely pleasant, I just let Sienna get on with it and watched as she did it
so well. Not deep throat, but really gently, interspersed with kissing. I couldn't wait to take a test
drive, but first a little RO and fingers just seem to make this lady really respond so well. Sienna,
says very little, but just concentrates on providing a good service, no complaints from me.

Mish, Doggy, Riding the Mule and Girl on top, all made for a great workout, all helping with my
calorie controlled diet for 2017. Couldn't help but keep thinking what a sexy young woman Sienna is
and although she is fairly quiet, she certainly knows how to get a guy off. In fact, I came on her tits,
which was nice.

We both showered at the end and I came away feeling that this is another great wg who I am really
looking forward to re-visiting again. 
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